
 
 

 

 Announcement on Renewable Energy and Resources 
 

Editorial 
Renewable Energy is energy produced from sources that do not deplete or can be replenished within a human's life time. 
Some of the renewable energy examples are wind, solar, geothermal, hydrogen production, biomass, and hydropower. 
This is in contrast to non-renewable sources such as fossil fuels. Renewable Energy 2021 focuses on bringing together 
International Associations, Research Institutions, Leading Universities, Researchers, scientists, industrialists, 
policymakers, and academicians to exchange and share their experiences and research results about all aspects of 
Renewable Energy, Students, Business Delegates and Young Researchers around from all over the world, providing you 
best opportunity to attract new prospects, introduce new products, and give product demonstrations to buyers in your 
field. 

Longdom inviting you a warm invitation to attend Renewable Energy 2021. It is focusing on ‘Think Renewable Energy for 
a Better Future’ to enhance and explore knowledge among Energy Departments and Environmental Science field to 
establish corporations and exchanging ideas. Providing the good platform to present Keynote talks, Plenary sessions, 
Discussion Panels, B2B Meetings, Poster symposia, Video Presentations, and Workshops. Scientific sessions of Euro 
Renewable Energy 2021 include Resources of Energy, Solar energy, wind Energy, Wave energy, Bioenergy, Geothermal 
Energy, Hydro Energy. Euro Renewable Energy meeting with Keynote Session, Oral Session, Poster Session, Young 
Researchers Session. 

Renewable Energy 2021 has been concluded with the discussion on Renewable Resources, Solar Energy, Wind Energy, 
Wave Energy, Bioenergy, Geothermal Energy, Hydro Energy and Biofuel Energy. Attendee includes companionship of 
our Organizing Committee Members, Keynote Speakers, Oral and Poster Presenters. With the unique feedbacks from 
Renewable Energy 2021 would like to announce the commencement Renewable Energy and Resources based on the 
theme ‘Think Renewable Energy for a Better Future ". 

Longdom would lay a platform for the interaction between experts around the world and aims in accelerating scientific 
discovery. We believe your presence would be a source of inspiration for upcoming budding scientist, students, 
academicians and business delegates for taking the technological aspects related to this topic to next level. 

To enhance the field and make people aware of it. The organizing committee decided to hold a conference. Novel and 
innovative techniques are the fast growing and developing areas of Renewable Energy. Energy Education conference 
brings together individuals who have an interest in different fields of energy. 

Renewable Energy conferences and webinars provides a global platform for exchanging ideas and makes us updated 
about the latest innovations invEnergy sectors. Opportunity to attend the presentations delivered by Eminent Scientists 
from all over the world 

Renewable Energy 2021 gives a couple of quantities of unexampled opportunities to control your calling. You can 
embrace new segments to Energy your bits of knowledge and work with new developments and extra contemplations 
from experts at the forepart of Renewable Energy sectors. 
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